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We see a balance sheet for the planet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prepayments, futures and options</td>
<td>546,259</td>
<td>75,678</td>
<td>32,088</td>
<td>19,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange contracts</td>
<td>862,763</td>
<td>394,980</td>
<td>276,062</td>
<td>209,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives contracts</td>
<td>1,068</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>2,874</td>
<td>3,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaps</td>
<td>25,873</td>
<td>24,175</td>
<td>18,600</td>
<td>22,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>162,025</td>
<td>7,652</td>
<td>7,524</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange contracts</td>
<td>188,966</td>
<td>32,852</td>
<td>28,998</td>
<td>27,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>29,200</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>3,209</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity contracts</td>
<td>388,921</td>
<td>159,254</td>
<td>36,547</td>
<td>15,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option contracts</td>
<td>418,121</td>
<td>176,754</td>
<td>39,756</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>32,102</td>
<td>2,562</td>
<td>3,256</td>
<td>2,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>11,236</td>
<td>25,689</td>
<td>39,456</td>
<td>16,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>$ 1,513,188</td>
<td>$ 632,837</td>
<td>$ 387,528</td>
<td>$ 256,855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gross amount**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>53,256</td>
<td>64,025</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher instalment</td>
<td>38,952</td>
<td>35,065</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government guarantees</td>
<td>63,488</td>
<td>55,265</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividend or premium</td>
<td>32,094</td>
<td>31,537</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange contracts</td>
<td>92,949</td>
<td>185,917</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity under acceptances</td>
<td>12,532</td>
<td>7,336</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$ 205,326</td>
<td>$ 193,253</td>
<td>$ 157</td>
<td>$ 153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certified General Accountants see more than numbers. We see the implications and opportunities behind the numbers. Whether as an employee or trusted consultant, your CGA looks beyond the balance sheet to help every player on your team find efficiencies, create opportunity and maximize value for every stakeholder. That’s because they’ve learned sometimes what’s at stake is more than numbers on a spreadsheet. For a look beyond the numbers, choose a CGA.

cga-more.org
Little Brother YXX Grows Bigger and Stronger
- Airport Serves Economics, Safety and Recreation South of the Fraser

“The Abbotsford Airport is an important economic generator for our region, as a growing number of residents south of the Fraser are using this airport. We continue to work towards improving our regional transportation options, and the Abbotsford Airport is proving to be a significant element for our system.”

This, from Surrey Mayor Dianne Watts, is an indication of just how prominent a role the Abbotsford Airport (or airport code YXX) plays for not only its home city but for those around it, as communities such as Surrey and Langley grow to the west. YXX has long been the little brother to Vancouver International (or YVR) - the hub of most air traffic in the province. Times are changing however, and little brother is growing up and getting bigger - soon to expand and mean that much more to our region. 2009 once again saw close to 500,000 passengers travel through Abbotsford International Airport. The average annual growth rate of the airport as of 2008 was twenty-four percent dating back to 1997.

“We have received $10 Million from each of the Federal and Provincial governments (in infrastructure funds) that we are going to match so we are embarking upon a $30 Million improvement program for our airport,” said Abbotsford Mayor George Peary proudly. “We are going to add a parallel taxiway to our main 07-25 Runway. This will allow us to double our traffic on this runway because landing aircraft will be able to leave the runway to taxi back to the terminal. We are also adding dramatically to our apron space at the airport so that we will be able to safely and securely park more aircraft at the airport. In addition, we are looking at a number of other improvements (including a 3000 foot addition to our longest runway that would allow us to handle fully-loaded wide body aircraft year round).”

Work on the project will begin in the next few months and is expected to be completed in early 2011. This will put the airport in position to serve the needs of the area as both it and the surrounding communities expand. So why is this important to Surrey residents and businesses? Both YXX and YVR are a forty minute drive either west or east of Surrey’s future downtown core at Central City. YVR offers more capacity and services presently but YXX is cheaper to use and less hectic - putting both in position to be the airport of choice for Surrey.

Knowing their challenges and opportunities, the City of Abbotsford is looking to garner more traffic and business interest both short and long term. “Marketing to, and working with Abbotsford’s surrounding neighbour communities is a key initiative for 2010 and beyond,” explained YXX’s Business Development Manager Jean-Paul Laube.

“The Abbotsford Airport Authority recognizes that the Abbotsford International Airport is the Fraser Valley’s airport, and as such would like to be recognized as the ‘airport of choice’ for travelers in the region. Being the only full-service, international airport in the Fraser Valley puts Abbotsford International Airport in an excellent position to meet the needs of business and leisure travelers from Surrey, Langley, Pitt Meadows, Port Coquitlam, Coquitlam, Mission, Port Moody, Chilliwack, Aldergrove, and Maple Ridge.”

Run by the City of Abbotsford and assisted by the Abbotsford Airport Authority which consists of key civic, business and community leaders, YXX has some advantage over YVR that could be of benefit for Surrey. “From the perspective of airport users (especially those south of the Fraser or even north of the Fraser now with the new bridge), there are several advantages,” said Mayor Peary. “It is far more convenient to use YXX than YVR - access is a breeze, the line-ups are short and parking is six dollars a day, not seventeen dollars a day. Our major carrier (West Jet) flies...”

See YXX @ page 13
Surrey Board of Trade – Business in Surrey

We are often inundated by positive statistics about Surrey. It’s the fastest growing city in the province or in the country. It has the biggest and only growing school district in the province. One thousand people a month are moving here. We have more industrial land than any other municipality in the Lower Mainland. We are growing, growing, growing. The future lives here. All of these things are true, or close enough so that the difference doesn’t really matter. But there is a certain emptiness to statistics and a danger that we can be lulled into thinking that there is nothing that we can or should do. Complacency can be a trap. Sure we are growing, but it is important for us not just to grow, we must grow well. It’s never enough just to get bigger; we have to get better too, and if we are to be successful in the pursuit of this goal, we cannot be complacent. Each of us has a responsibility to our community.

Nothing is more fundamentally important to the improvement of our community and to its future success than the education of our youth. We are blessed in Surrey with a growing school population, both K to 12 and post-secondary. This bodes very well for business because it means that, potentially, both the market for the services that business provides and the reservoir of talent that will deliver those services are growing in Surrey. But we must do everything we can, whether we have our own children in school or not, to ensure that the children and youth of Surrey are well educated. The Surrey School District has been doing amazing work with a school population that is the fastest growing in the province and one of the most ethnically diverse. Kwantlen Polytechnic University and Simon Fraser University have committed themselves wholeheartedly to our community with the result that the number of Surrey high school graduates who are carrying on to post-secondary education in both academic and trades related fields has skyrocketed. What we in the community need to do is to ensure that our educators can do their job and do it well. We must make sure that true need does not get lost in a blizzard of statistics. School children should not be educated in portable classrooms. Special needs children should not be made even more vulnerable by the reduction of services. Coordinated and well thought out programs in our universities designed, as many of them are, to address community needs, should be supported and not ignored.

Another area where we cannot afford to be complacent is in relation to crime in our community. The fact is that crime does exist in Surrey, just as it exists in every community of any size. It is also the fact that the issue of crime in our city is being very actively and successfully addressed by City Hall, by the police and by many community groups, including the Surrey Board of Trade with its Crime and Justice Team and its Crime Reduction Solutions Community meetings. The City of Surrey has implemented an innovative crime reduction strategy that seeks to “apply international best practices and standards tailored specifically to address Surrey’s needs and to address matters that traditionally have not been included in crime prevention initiatives such as: pre-natal care, early childhood development and accessing homelessness. These are in addition to the more well known areas of target hardening, tougher sentencing and speeding up of the justice system.” Chief Superintendent Fraser MacRae and the Surrey RCMP (the largest RCMP detachment in the world as Mayor Dianne Watts recently described it) are obviously an integral component of that crime reduction strategy. But so we are, and if you visit the City’s crime reduction website at www crimereduction.surreyca, you will find strategies for both individuals and business to follow and to take responsibility for contributing to a reduction of crime in our community.

Finally, on the issue of not being complacent and taking responsibility for the kind of community that we live in, I was introduced to a very relevant concept at the recent Vaisakhi Gala hosted by Ethnicity on April 8, 2010. This is the concept of “seva”, something that is very fundamental to Sikhism. In its purest sense, it refers to “selfless service performed without any thought of reward or personal benefit.” Inspiring examples highlighted at the Gala were the actions of the group of young men and women from the Sikh community who almost immediately and without hesitation travelled to Haiti to help in the aftermath of the disaster there. Seva is said to be good for the community and good for the fulfillment of the individual. Perhaps it is a concept that we all should adopt from time to time and step back from being focused on our own self-interest to consider what we can do for the community that we live in.

Thank you for reading the Business in Surrey Newspaper. This newspaper, in addition to Board of Trade membership, provides businesses with the tools to grow their business, save money and to be kept informed on opportunities to help their business. I encourage you to find out how membership can help your business by checking out www.businessinsurrey.com or by calling me at 604.581.7130.

SPEECHES:
Missed the Annual State of the City Address by the Mayor of Surrey? – see it online at: vimeo.com/10978779
Missed the Canadian Taxpayers Federation Keynote address? – see it online at: vimeo.com/10918423
REMININDER NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR:
Surrey Police and Business Awards – June 4, 2010 (event: September 22nd)
Surrey Business Excellence Awards – September 15, 2010 (event: November 4th)

Government Launches 2010-11 Small Business Internship Program:
The Federal Government has launched the Small Business Internship Program (SBIP). The SBIP helps small and medium-sized businesses across Canada improve their productivity and competitiveness by hiring approximately 400 student interns annually to help with information and communication technology (ICT) projects. Thanks to SBIP, Canadian small businesses are able to apply to hire a qualified student intern for a 12-week period to help them with e-commerce ICT projects. The SBIP reimburses up to 75 percent of the eligible salary and benefit costs for each participating small and medium sized business. The SBIP is a collaborative efforts of Canadian small businesses, post-secondary institutions and non-government organizations that offer post-secondary students hands-on experience working on e-commerce projects under the mentorship and coaching of entrepreneurs. For more information on the SBIP go to: www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/sbip-pspe.nsf/eng/home

~ INVITATION ~

Not a member yet? Want to join now? Contact the Surrey Board of Trade at 604.581.7130 or go online at www.businessinsurrey.com

Find out how membership in the Surrey Board of Trade opens doors to new business opportunities, locally and internationally! Be a part of Surrey’s business voice at all levels of government.

The Surrey Board of Trade (SBOT) invites Surrey businesses to attend the (Wednesday, June 2nd) Future Member Orientation, as our guest, from 4-5pm at the SBOT Conference Room (#101, 14439-104 Avenue, Surrey BC) to learn about how the Surrey Board of Trade can help your business. Or you are welcome to attend the (Wednesday, June 9th) Breakfast in the City, as our guest, at the Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel (15269-104 Avenue, Surrey) from 7:30-9:30am.

Register online at www.businessinsurrey.com or call Heather at 604.581.7130.
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The BC government recently requested input on ways to strengthen the Canada pension system and expand pension coverage for the majority of workers currently without plans. Results of the consultation will contribute to recommendations from BC for Canada’s Premiers at the next Council of Federation meeting.

The Surrey Board of Trade’s Finance and Tax Team explored different avenues on how to best address anticipated future shortfalls in Canada’s retirement income system. Currently, three-in-four private-sector workers are not covered by an employer-sponsored pension plan. Research indicates that many private sector workers who do not have access to employer-sponsored pension plans, or who do not have sufficient personal savings, will not have adequate retirement income in the future.

The SBoT input covered five areas:

1. A Focused approach on education to our youth:
   - Youth need to have an understanding of finances, handling debt and a sense of the value of pensions and preparing for them. Our school system should teach these life skills throughout the grades, starting as early as grade school. Learning about personal finance, especially the value of saving for retirement at an early age is critical.

2. An Investment Policy Review: provincial entities responsible for the Investment of Long Term funds need to ensure the appropriate attention is given to the balance of investment risk against investment returns, including the costs of administration of such investment funds.

3. Encouraging employers to use outside, professional advice for employees to use a tax free savings accounts (TFSA) including employee education on their value as a benefit to employees and companies. In addition employers should encourage employees to transfer funds automatically to the TFSA, or contribute to RSP’s. Employers, where possible, can match contributions perhaps by careful management of other employment related expenses such as WCB, which can yield funds for matching contributions.

4. There is a need to have a cultural and behavioral change on use of credit cards and lines of credit. The “need it now” culture, “easy financing” and unrealistically low minimum payments results in barely manageable or crushing debt burdens, with no money left to fund retirement. Sensible controls on financial institutions could help. Some financial institutions automatically approve a $100,000 Line of Credit for a student the moment he/she is granted admission to a professional post grad course.

5. Portability of Pension obligations needs to be examined.

Majority of workers tend to have more than one employer in their lifetime. The concept of Pension obligations attached to the individual not the company needs to be explored.

As the baby boomer population enters retirement, it is necessary that we ensure that they are taken care of, and our young population must learn that the road to retirement really isn’t that long.
RDK Printing & Signs
Jas and Binder Bola - Never Give Up

(Binder) The business started in 2004. Jas was a designer before so in 2001 I went to school to become trained in graphic design. After my practicum I worked for some other companies for about a year before we decided to open our own office.

(Jas) One of the challenges we faced starting up was that we were both in the same business, so we had no financial back up from one of us working somewhere else. At one point I was getting desperate with no income, when someone sent me a cartoon which I found of great inspiration. It was a graphic of a Frog being swallowed by a stork while the frog is choking the bird to stop it from swallowing the frog. The caption is “never give up”. We have made a large sign out of that and it hangs in our reception area as a reminder.

How many staff do you have now?

(Binder) We started with just the two of us and now we have seven.

What do you do to make your business grow?

(Jas) Of course we work hard. But we work organized and give great service.

The great thing is that in our Indo-Canadian community, we are the only firm with a professional graphic designer who went to college. Many others just learn on their own, or from someone else then go into business.

(Binder) When we hire, we require that they have to have a degree or diploma to show proper training, no matter what the job. That’s what makes the difference with your printing or signage.

When you started you began printing posters and flyers. Where has your business come to now?

(Jas) There is a lot of digital stuff coming in which is a problem on the printing side. So as we thought about that, we changed ourselves, started making our website, then expanding beyond the printing by starting up a sign business as well.

We are well equipped to print on many different kinds of material from paper and corrugated plastic to glass and metal. Recently we installed a Heidelberg printing press, which I believe is the only one in the city, and we can take on almost any printing job now. We’ve even started a magazine called “Milestone” in both English and Punjabi, which will particularly help bridge the gap between Indians who don’t speak both languages. It will help the younger generations better learn Punjabi.

(Binder) We are hosting the Business to Business event on May 5th, and we’d like to invite all the member to come and visit. We’ll see you then.

Port Mann Project Progress Report
- On Schedule for 2013

Pam Ryan is the Communications Counsel on the Port Mann Hwy 1 Project, and spoke with Ray Hudson about the progress to date.

The project is on schedule for completion by 2013, just about 1/3 and it’s really starting to show now. Last year, most of the work was utility relocation and environmental protection area, a lot of things happening underground or at the ground level that people couldn’t see a lot. We’re well underway and work is progressing, coming into the key construction season now that it’s spring and moving into summer.

The south tower for the bridge is almost to the deck level old the old bridge.

That’s right. There are two main towers or pylons that will support the cable stay structure, which will reach 150 metres in height. One is on the south side, just near the CN Intermodal yard beside the existing bridge. The other one is in the river. The one on the south side, which was started earlier is further along and is scheduled for completion earlier. People should be seeing that tower at about the level of the existing deck towards the end of May.

There seems to be a lot of yellow cribbing at the south end of the bridge. Is that part of the structure to put the bridge deck in place?

Yes, that’s the gantry that will be used to install the bridge segments on both the south and north approaches, not on the cable stay portion itself. The pre-cast concrete segments are being fabricated in Coquitlam, then we’ll truck them to the south side of the bridge and the gantry will be used to put them into place. There are 9 piers on the south side that will support the south approach. Depending on which pier you are at, there are between 9-14 pre-cast segments that will be strung and tightened together to form a single span that will go from one pier to the next.

What do you anticipate traffic changes may be in May and June?

In the coming months, we’re paving some of the area at 160th, from east of 156th to about 164th. The work we’ve been doing over the last year was to grade and fill in the median. Soon we’ll be paving it (subject to weather) and then shift the traffic into that new section, so we can start work-
events

Mark Your Calendar:

2010 LET’S TALK EXPORTS
Join Peter Hall, Export Development Canada’s Chief Economist as he tells us about the global economy and how it impacts your business.
Date: May 19, 2010; 7:30-9:30am
Location: Eaglequest Golf Course (7778 152 St. Surrey)
Admission (plus GST): Members $30.00ea; Member table of 6 $180;
Non-members $50.00ea; Non-member table of 6 $300

CANADIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LUNCH
Hear from The Honourable Perrin Beatty, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.
Date: May 26, 2010; 11:30am-1:30pm
Location: Eaglequest Golf Course (7778 152 St Surrey)
Admission (plus GST): Member $35.00ea; Member table of 6 $210.00;
Non-member $50.00ea; Non-member table of 6 $300.00

ENVIRONMENT AND BUSINESS AWARD LUNCH
Keynote Speaker: Kevin Heaney, VP World Wide Sales and Marketing, Endurance Wind Power. Join us to celebrate the Environment and Business Award winner and nominees for this prestigious award.
Date: June 3, 2010; 11:30am-1:30pm
Location: Eaglequest Golf Course Coyote Creek (7778 152 St, Surrey, B.C.)
Admission (plus GST): Members $35.00ea; Non-members $55.00ea.

PRESIDENT’S DINNER AND THE 46TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Keynote Speaker: Red Robinson on the Entertainment Industry and Surrey.
Date: June 24, 2010; 5:30-9:00pm
Location: Eaglequest Golf Course Coyote Creek (7778 152 St, Surrey)
Admission (plus GST): Members $35.00ea; Non-members $50.00ea;
Table of 6 $210.00.

Find out more and register for our events at www.businessinsurrey.com

Hey Parents
Is your child the next Taylor Swift, Justin Bieber or Miley Cyrus?
Then we want to HEAR THEM!

ENTER TO BE A CONTESTANT IN THE...

LOOKING FOR KIDS
AGE 7 – 18 YEARS to be contestants in the 5th annual BC Junior Talent Search. OPEN AUDITIONS will be held at Central City Shopping Centre on Saturday, May 8 and Saturday, May 15. Semi-finalists will be showcased at the Rodeo Days event at Clover Square Village on Friday, May 21 and then compete in the semi-finals at the Cloverdale Rodeo & Country Fair on Saturday, May 22. The finals will take place at the Central City Shopping Centre on Saturday, May 29 where we will announce the winner of the 2010 BC Junior Talent Search. The winner will receive a professional demo recording from Danielsen Studios, the opportunity to perform at some of the City of Surrey’s biggest family events as well as great prizes!

ENTRY FEE: $ 25

Registration forms for the Open Auditions are available at: The NOW Newspaper
Suite 201 – 7889 – 132nd Street, Surrey, BC V3W 4N2
For more information call Margot (604) 572-0064

Boundary Park Plaza
6350 120th St., Surrey

604.591.3327
www.labellefleur.com

Enjoy Life at Bethshan Gardens

Call 778.373.0299 today for details about our all-inclusive rates or to book your personal tour.

Bethshan Gardens
17528 59th Ave, Cloverdale, BC
www.bethshangardens.org

Make Mom’s Day
Mother’s Day is Sunday, May 9th
“We are open and delivering locally all day!”

Teleflora’s Dragonfly Bouquet
Give Mom wings with fragrant pink lilies and roses in an elegant glass vase decorated with hand-etched dragonflies. The dragonfly, an ancient symbol of happiness, hope and renewal, will make her spirits soar.

Recipient of a 2008 Business Excellence Award

Enjoy Life at Bethshan Gardens

“it’s just marvellous here at Bethshan Gardens, it’s really beautiful, the staff are great and the meals are wonderful. My suite is just perfect for me - I can’t get over how much room I have, when my friends visit they are always amazed.” - Don, Resident

• Affordable 1st class accommodation
• Delicious home cooked meals • Small pets welcome
• Safe and secure environment • Friends and fun activities

Owned and operated by the Cloverdale Senior Citizens Housing Society

17528 59th Ave, Cloverdale, BC
www.bethshangardens.org
A taste of why joining the Surrey Board of Trade can help you…

As a member of the Surrey Board of Trade, your business can be featured in our Member to Member Discount Directory for FREE. The SBOT promotes it so that members buy from members. A business can offer a small reduction in price or a percentage savings to encourage contact and walk-through traffic. Do you want your business listed in this FREE product, contact Zinnat at the Surrey Board of Trade at membership@businessinsurrey.com

Promotional Opportunity for Sustainable Businesses

Is your business socially responsible? Environmentally friendly? Do your products or services build wellness, culture, or education? Promote your contributions to our sustainable community through a coupon in Green Zebra guide. The only publication of its kind, 2011 Green Zebra guide will highlight Surrey businesses, hitting stores in September. Reserve your spot now to drive sales and expand your clientele with Green Zebra’s broad reach. Email rebecca@greenzebraguide.ca with “Surrey Board of Trade” in the subject. www.greenzebraguide.ca.

A tool to help your business prepare your workforce for the future:

* diversity, skill gaps, employee training

Date: Thursday, May 20, 2010
Location: Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel, 15269-104 Avenue, Surrey BC
Time:
4:30pm Networking; Appetizers
5:30pm Product Launch and Program
6:30-7:30pm Door prizes and Party

Please register online to www.businessinsurrey.com or email Heather at info@businessinsurrey.com
Galiano Island
The best kept secret for a getaway from Vancouver.

Discover the island (and us!) before the world does ... 

A boutique island resort where every room is oceanfront with a fireplace – the perfect base from which to explore this island paradise.

Relax with a massage beside the waterfall.

Enjoy our award-winning dining.

Galiano Inn
Oceanfront Inn & Spa
134 Madrona Drive, Galiano Island, BC Canada
1.877.530.3939

to stay here
www.galianoinn.com

to own here
www.galianoliving.com

Just minutes from Vancouver, yet a world away from city life ...
Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy

- Good work but not complete says Surrey Board of Trade

A document from Metro Vancouver (MV) updating its regional growth strategy to the year 2040, (available on the Metro Vancouver website at www.metrovancouver.org), is a blueprint for sustainability in land use and all aspects of regional development over the next 30 years. It is intended to provide overall direction for the region as it meets the demands placed upon it for dealing with demand for residential and industrial-commercial requirements while at the same time, providing transportation interconnectivity throughout the region.

The Surrey Board of Trade submitted a response to Metro Vancouver’s plan in concert with the other Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce of the Lower Mainland, recommending the following:

Economic Development

One of the five MV goals requires that the region ‘Support a Sustainable Economy’. Although the need to increase market-ready industrial land is addressed to some extent, the balance of the goal is focused on increasing actively farmland. Little attention is paid to economic structure and development. Further development is needed to address the economic issues faced by the residents and businesses in the region.

Given the importance of the economy in sustaining the region, the SBoT has recommended that MV establish a business advisory council to comment on economic/business aspects of planning the region.

Sustainable Transportation Choices

The focus is on transit, including a frequent transit network with an emphasis on people moving via walking, cycling and transit.

- Little attention is paid to the moving of goods and services, which provide a vital link to the region’s economy. Nor is there any real discussion of vehicular transportation, the most frequent form of transportation in the region and not likely to change anytime soon.

- Another transportation element not addressed is the lack of park-and-ride facilities near the SkyTrain stations or on rapid transit routes which could potentially increase transit usage.

Land Use

We recognize the intent of having a sustainable region, however this goes beyond environmental sustainability. It must also deal with economic sustainability and the capacity of the region to absorb population growth.

There is some discussion of the need to preserve industrial land and to discourage the locating of mixed-use facilities on industrial land, encouraging companies to locate in town centres instead. Economics sometimes dictates that locating office and mixed-use facilities in industrial land areas makes the most sense. We agree with the need to preserve industrial land. However, a proper examination of the land currently designated for industrial use needs to be undertaken to determine if, indeed, it is useable land for development.

Other Concerns

- The current document seems to deal more with the preservation of the status quo rather than advancing new thoughts.

- This plan should require the integration of several other plans such as rapid transit study, greenways, gateway development, waste management plans, is necessary to make it more effective.

- There is a lack of framework/template for evaluating risk in all plans impacting growth strategy, and no mention of performance measures to determine if the plan is being implemented properly.

- Urban containment can put pressure on housing prices. Factors that need to be considered include infill housing and corridor development between centres.

For the full Surrey Board of Trade Recommendation report go to www.businessinsurrey.com.

Growing Economy

– Stark contrast to a year ago!

Michael Levy is the Financial Commentator for the Corus Radio Network and is regularly heard on CKNW. A Director of the Surrey Board of Trade, he is the founder and Managing Director of Border Gold Corporation.

It has been an incredible year in the life of the world’s economies struggling to recover from the major economic collapse that reverberated across the globe. It’s been nothing short of a roller coaster. One perhaps not as dramatic as many other countries but historic never-the-less. BIS Editor Ray Hudson asked him for his reflections on where we’ve come in the last 12 months?

A year ago, our Canadian dollar was just under 80 cents, and our economy was just starting back, but nobody really believed it. We started last March with the stock market turning around. We saw some signs that we were out of recession, but it was hardly a believable situation. Our dollar that had been to $0.76 before the rebound.

They say a bull market climbs a wall of worry, and for the first several months, actually into the late fall of 2009, we did climb that wall of worry. But today, our dollar is at par, our TSX is back over 12,000, and our economy is not only out of recovery mode, it’s now in building mode. We’ve come through a good part of the recovery, and now our economy is building on strength. Our employment numbers have come back 6 of the last 8 months, and our capacity utilization numbers (that is, factories that are putting out product, but not putting out as much as they can produce) are starting to go to that end.

We’re going to see some raising of prices because costs are up and we’re seeing people who had their hours cut back, moving to, or achieving, full time hours once again. It’s a stark contrast to a year ago compared to now.

We’ve seen our selves diverge considerably in our dependence on the US too. How do you describe that relationship today?

Well, it’s because of the boom in commodity markets, and believe me, when you take a look around the world, there aren’t many booms such as in the commodity markets right now. And the reason is Asia, which needs so much of what we have in the ground. This is a very, very good sign for us. The US also needs what we’ve got, particularly energy.

We’ve learned to live with a dollar close to par. A lot of our manufacturers and exporters, though not the traditional ones out of Ontario/Quebec are adjusting very nicely to this, because they’ve been able to go out and buy new machinery, new equipment, make their factories more efficient and thus become more competitive on the national and international stage. That’s why we’ve seen our trade surplus expand significantly for the last four months. That’s something we didn’t think would happen with the dollar at par, but it’s taking place anyway.

We’ve seen certain things, like book sellers for instance, where pricing is different for Canada. Some of that still seems to persist. Do you think this is eventually going to even out, or merchants going to have to start discounting those products?

They are going to have to start discounting them. Amazon now has permission from the Canadian government to set up a warehouse and distribution center in Canada. They are a seller of cheap books and it’s going to make them a lot more efficient.
On June 19th, experts in all aspects cardiovascular and related health, will convene in Surrey, for a first of a kind conference on these issues, as they relate to people of South Asian origin. Doctors Arun Garg and Arun Chockalingam are the key individuals of this world-class conference. Business In Surrey Editor, Ray Hudson spoke with Dr. Garg and asked him how the conference came to be.

I was asked to prepare a report to build stronger pathways for cultural, educational, business and financial links between Canada and India. We identified health, technology and education as the principle foundational areas where India and Canada have common grounds, in addition to the traditional technology, information technology, infrastructure and environment.

As a result, I was asked by the Government of India to visit them under their distinguished visitors recognition, the first Canadian to be so recognized.

During my conversations with their Council of Medical Research it became clear that an exchange and links on a very broad base on a team on health would be a good starting step in building those relationships.

I felt we needed to do something about cardiovascular disease, which is the highest among Indians and South Asians over any other population group, not only in India or Canada, but among the entire diaspora of Indian origin. Is it a genetic predisposition, a cultural thing?

We really don’t have an answer. That’s why it’s even more challenging and important that an answer be found. The problem is huge, as they say in space: Houston, we have a problem.

Can you quantify that problem to some degree?

There is a group in the United States and in the UK who are wrestling with the same problem. Some work has been done here in Surrey but our interest is to do that work more methodically, more scientifically. We estimate that in Surrey alone, with our large south Asian population, the burden of disease is far, far greater than this group, than the general population. Associated with that are estimates are that there is 3 to 4 times the prevalence of diabetes than the regular population. It’s very hard to know because data is not kept according to ethnicity. That’s why this work has to be done.

I am co-chair, with Dr. Michael Stevenson, President of SFU, of their India Advisory Committee, and I knew the university was very interested in India and in building relationships. Because my association is with Fraser Health (I’ve been here for 40 years) I recognize how big the problem is given the large demographic of the South Asian population.

Then I met Dr Arun Chockalingam, a professor of Global Health at SFU who, on his own, has been successfully championing this issue between Canada and India, so this is where we came together. We call ourselves Arun squared.

What are the details of the program itself?

We’ve gathered together leading authorities, researchers, academicians, industry leaders and policy makers working in groups for the conference:

Research: Dr. Chockalingam, and his relationship with the Canadian Institute of Health Research and Indian Council of Medical Research is a great benefit.

Training and Education: The University of the Fraser Valley, Kwantlen Polytechnic University and Simon Fraser University (Surrey), along with the Fraser Health Authority, BCIT and UBC will come together, to try to connect with similar interests in India.

Individual Clinical care: even if you live the best and have the health promotion, you do get sick. So we need to address the sickness part of the disease as well.

Learning from each other to lower the burden: We have the leading clinicians from both countries. Dr KK Telwar, Director General Post graduate Institute of medical research in Chandigarh, which is in Punjab, is our designated leader of the program, will be working with leading clinicians in Canada and in BC on guidelines on the treatment side.

Population health: how it affects the population as a whole and what we can do about it, specifically prevention and chronic disease management, a strong thing in BC, guidelines, protocols – this is an area I’ve been active in for the last 15 years.

Public and Social Policy: behaviour, life style modification, how you achieve those.

Technology, Innovation and Economic Development: These last two sessions will be of interest to the Surrey Board of Trade: We want to see what opportunities there are to enhance trade between the two countries.

E-health – the use of information technology to have people take more direct control of their own health, assisted by the University of Northern BC, Professor Erica Frank, and Technology and Diagnostics – of personal interest to me.

The conference is the springboard?

Yes, to raise public awareness. I think the most important session is a public forum with the experts on June 19th at Kwantlen Polytechnic University, in Newton. It’s free and open to the public between 1:00-5:00 pm. We will have demonstration booths, with experts to discuss the problems, along with demonstrations from the Canadian Diabetes Association, BC Heart and Stroke Foundation, etc.

This is an opportunity to remind everybody, whether you’re Asian or not, that we’ve got a big problem here. Absolutely! We have a variety of speakers including a leading cardiologist from Toronto, the top Indian Ayurvedic practitioner from India, and another practitioner from Toronto, to speak on the role of proper breathing, exercise and yoga. We even have celebrity Indian chef and author, Bal Arneson, who has written a best selling book, “Everyday Indian,” in an effort to bring out healthy cuisine. She will share her recipes and show how to keep the taste and use the spices and herbs, but make day to day cooking more healthy. We urge everybody to come out.

The session on Sunday is open and free, but more like a traditional clinical conference on this subject. It’s really of interest to health practitioners, nurses, doctors and pharmacists. It’s also at Kwantlen Polytechnic in Surrey.

On the Monday, we start the real conference with some workshops at BCIT, very focused workshops on biomarkers and opening ceremonies and plenary sessions. This part of the conference is by invitation only at SFU Surrey.

The Formal banquet is on June 22.

Our gala night is for networking and bringing all these people together with the community at large, in a very relaxed environment at the Royal King Banquet Hall in Surrey. You will need a ticket for that event. It’s on Tuesday June 22, 6:00-9:00pm. Tickets are $100 each or $800 for a table and registration is now open.

Cardiovascular Health 2010

-A Canada-India Health Initiative For Surrey
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy

The human body can be deprived of food for weeks and still survive. We can be deprived of water for days and still survive, but how long can we go without life sustaining oxygen? Only minutes. Oxygen is the most vital element for the human body.

Oxygen nourishes the body’s cells, creates energy and helps break down waste products and toxins. It boosts the immune system and regulates the body’s pH balance. Oxygen plays a crucial role in the prevention and treatment of disease.

At 0,Plus Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy Clinic we specialize in HBOT. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy is a method of administering pure oxygen at greater than atmospheric pressure to a patient in order to improve or correct certain conditions. Some of the conditions that respond well to hyperbaric oxygen therapy are:

- Autism
- Chronic Fatigue
- Brain Injury
- Pre & Post Surgery
- Cerebral Palsy
- Migraines
- Non Healing Wounds
- Sports Injury
- Alzheimer’s
- Stroke
- Diabetes
- Rheumatoid Arthritis
- Cancer
- Multiple Sclerosis
- Many other conditions

Far Infrared Sauna

The infrared sauna at 0,Plus is beautifully designed with colour light therapy, calming music, and soft, gentle infrared wavelengths to surround you with optimal heat. Enjoy a private retreat from daily stresses while you sweat away toxins and return yourself to a natural relaxed state. Enjoy the infrared sauna for its many benefits such as:

- Remarkable Pain Relief
- Deeply Relaxes Tense Muscles
- Reduces Stress & Fatigue
- Weight Loss (up to 600 calories in one 30 minute session)
- Detoxifies & Eliminates Harmful Toxins
- Increases Athletic Performance
- Repairs Damaged Tissue
- Clears Cellulite
- Strengthens and Boosts Immune Response
- Improves Skin

Ion Cleanse Detox. Footbath

Today we are exposed to the greatest toxic load in the history of our planet. Detoxifying the body periodically is essential to maintain good health and avoid disease. With the vast array of pesticides, herbicides, colorings, additives, preservatives, and chemicals that pervade our water, air and food, the body can become bombarded and overloaded with these toxic substances. Toxins and chemicals get stored in the body’s joints, organs, arteries, and tissues, disrupting their function and creating an environment for disease, allergies and immune system breakdowns.

The Ion Cleanse at 0,Plus provides a thorough and efficient way to detoxify the body of these wastes, in combination with a healthy lifestyle, this can help to maintain high energy levels and long term wellness. Just a few of the reported benefits from the Ion cleanse include:

- Removes unwanted toxins
- Improves function of the organ systems
- Balances pH levels & eliminates acid wastes
- Neutralizes free radicals
- Decreases pain
- Increases energy levels

Call today for your complimentary consultation and one of our staff will be happy to assist you. For your convenience we are open Monday through Saturday with after hours appointments available to accommodate most any schedule. New patients welcome.
The airport is a large part of Abbotsford's economy and also has several non-business benefits as well. "When we bought it from the Federal Department of Transport some sixteen years ago for ten dollars, there were approximately two hundred people working out there," said Mayor Peary. "The airport labour force is now approaching two thousand employees. Cascade Aerospace and Conair Aviation (Canada's largest water-bomber fleet) are the major private sector employers but there are a host of smaller firms out there now as well.

From a national security perspective, our runways are situated on a very stable base of naturally deposited gravel and we are some distance away from a major seismic fault. If the lower mainland was shaken by a major seismic event, it is conceivable that YXX would be fully operational and able to compensate for any damage at Vancouver International should that occur. It makes sense to have a nearby major alternate airport."

"Emergency planning is critical to the safe operation of Abbotsford International Airport," added Laube. "The airport is in compliance with Transport Canada regulations - CARs 302.202. Our formal Emergency Response Plan has established procedures for unforeseen emergencies that may involve various levels of response including the military. Abbotsford International Airport believes emergency planning is an ongoing process and is continuously working with our stakeholders to improve/review our objectives."

YXX’s main carrier, West Jet, has always been a strong partner with the airport and is excited for their expansion plans. While YXX does just ten percent of their YVR volume they recognize the advantages of YXX servicing the Lower Mainland and a rapidly growing Surrey market.

"WestJet came to Abbotsford within a year or so of launching as an airline in 1996. The strategic thinking at the time, somewhat similar to the Southwest model in some respects, was to examine the viability of serving smaller airports near to larger centres," said WestJet's Robert Palmer. "We have deployed this strategy with some significant success in Abbotsford as well as cities such as Hamilton and Kitchener-Waterloo. The feedback we receive from our guests using YXX is excellent. They enjoy all of the main amenities of a larger airport, without the inconveniences and our guests appreciate the non-stop service."

Choice is never a bad thing, and YXX and YVR being available to Surrey for many key services is a great advantage to city businesses. YXX will look to grow those opportunities and give Surrey residents and businesses that much more of a leg up as time goes on.

"YVR will, in my opinion always be the hub, but Abbotsford and its expansion can only help business and the communities south of the Fraser River when utilizing aircraft for the movement of goods and service," said Smith.

"Located right off of Highway #1, Mt. Lehman & Clearbrook exits, Abbotsford International Airport is closer and easier to access for most Surrey residents and business travelers than YVR," concluded Laube. "When you also consider YXX’s efficient and stress-free services, it’s easy to see why Abbotsford International Airport is the airport of choice for travel savvy Surrey residents."
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"Emergency planning is critical to the safe operation of Abbotsford International Airport," added Laube. "The airport is in compliance with Transport Canada regulations - CARs 302.202. Our formal Emergency Response Plan has established procedures for unforeseen emergencies that may involve various levels of response including the military. Abbotsford International Airport believes emergency planning is an ongoing process and is continuously working with our stakeholders to improve/review our objectives."
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"WestJet came to Abbotsford within a year or so of launching as an airline in 1996. The strategic thinking at the time, somewhat similar to the Southwest model in some respects, was to examine the viability of serving smaller airports near to larger centres," said WestJet's Robert Palmer. "We have deployed this strategy with some significant success in Abbotsford as well as cities such as Hamilton and Kitchener-Waterloo. The feedback we receive from our guests using YXX is excellent. They enjoy all of the main amenities of a larger airport, without the inconveniences and our guests appreciate the non-stop service."

Choice is never a bad thing, and YXX and YVR being available to Surrey for many key services is a great advantage to city businesses. YXX will look to grow those opportunities and give Surrey residents and businesses that much more of a leg up as time goes on.

"YVR will, in my opinion always be the hub, but Abbotsford and its expansion can only help business and the communities south of the Fraser River when utilizing aircraft for the movement of goods and service," said Smith.

"Located right off of Highway #1, Mt. Lehman & Clearbrook exits, Abbotsford International Airport is closer and easier to access for most Surrey residents and business travelers than YVR," concluded Laube. "When you also consider YXX’s efficient and stress-free services, it’s easy to see why Abbotsford International Airport is the airport of choice for travel savvy Surrey residents."
Congratulations

Andrew d’Eca has been promoted to Vice President, Business Development, effective March 2010, in addition to his current responsibilities as General Manager at Angus One Professional Recruitment and Tempfile. Andrew has been a valued member of the leadership team of Angus One Ltd. for over 10 years with significant contributions in sales, marketing and operations. As Vice President, Business Development, Andrew will be responsible for opportunities that will expand the growth rate, scope and size of the Company as it pursues its goal of becoming a premier Canadian staffing company. More info: www.angusone.com.

Dennis Skalsky is the new president of the BC Lions Football Club. He brings a wealth of experience and leadership to the organization, as well as a life-long passion for the Canadian Football League. Skalsky was a co-founder of the Waterboys group, the chairman of the very successful 2005 Grey Cup and co-chair of the 2011 Grey Cup Festival, and has demonstrated enduring commitment to the organization and the CFL. More info: www.blions.com.

Past Surrey Board of Trade President Inde Sumal has been named to the Board of the Fraser Health Authority. Sumal is B&C's Vice-President of Residential Mortgage and also serves on the National Diversity Leadership Council, SFU's Community Advisory Board and the Mayor’s Advisory Board on Investment and Job Creation. More info: www.fraserhealth.ca.

The BC HRMA Fraser Valley Advisory Board is holding two premier events for Wednesday, May 26 at the Sheraton Surrey as part of a provincial partnership between Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey. The project involved a partnership with the Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey as part of a provincial partnership between Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey as part of a provincial partnership between Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey as part of a provincial partnership between Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey. More info: 604.596.1551; www.irlybird.com.

L-R: Mark Enderley, Tire Stewardship BC, Mary Martin, City of Surrey, Butt Saver, Tire Stewardship BC

The City of Surrey officially opened the Bear Creek Park exercise circuit in April. The project involved a partnership between Tire Stewardship BC and the City of Surrey as part of a provincial pilot program for the use of recycled rubberised surfacing in public venues. The pour-in-place surfacing is an exceptional product for active accessible surfaces and for outdoor use. The Tire Stewardship BC contributed $9,900, resulting in a modern fully accessible outdoor training circuit. The project is both practical and sustainable given the extent of recycled content in the product used. More info: Laurie Cavan, Surrey Parks Recreation and Culture 604.598.5765.

With 555 enthusiastic volunteers trained for the successful Olympic activities in the city, the City of Surrey is looking to build on the momentum. Anyone interested in joining the volunteer team can find out more at the Community Development Services office at #111-10277 City Parkway. More info: www.surrey.ca.

The City of Surrey has opened the renovated Bear Creek Park Pavilion with nearly double the floor space, improved safety and washroom access. The pavilion is used by a number of community organizations as well as the Bear Creek Seniors Society, which provides services for neighbourhood seniors. They hope to attract a broader range of community events. More info: Surrey Parks Recreation and Culture 604.598.5765; www.surrey.ca.

The City of Surrey has opened the renovated Bear Creek Park Pavilion with nearly double the floor space, improved safety and washroom access. The pavilion is used by a number of community organizations as well as the Bear Creek Seniors Society, which provides services for neighbourhood seniors. They hope to attract a broader range of community events.

The City of Surrey Food Bank has only one event during the year: Breakfast With The Bank, and it will be held on May 20, between 7am and 8am. You can help with your cheques, money orders, cash, small change or pledges. Last year 700 people at this annual fundraiser raised more than $100,000.00. This year’s goal is 800 guests and $120,000. Breakfast With The Bank is one of the main highlights of the year for the staff, volunteers and donors of the Surrey Food Bank. During this one hour event, you will be touched and inspired with the work that the food bank accomplishes. Attend and help your less fortunate neighbours. More info and registration: Tiffany Parton 604.581.5443; www.surreyfoodbank.org.

Donations Help, SMH ear specialist Dr. Tyler Mori performs surgery with new instruments purchased by Surrey Memorial Hospital Foundation with the help of a donation left in someone’s will.

Artist Of The Month

Linda Morris, an award winning, local artist specializing in oil and acrylic paintings. Throughout the year, local artists display their work at the Surrey Board of Trade. You can see their work at 101-14439 104 Ave, Surrey. For information on art rentals or purchasing, call the Arts Council of Surrey at 604.585.2877.

New Members:

Corrections Software Group
HSBC Bank Canada - 56 Avenue
Pacific Blueberries
Hakeem Trading Firm
KWest Lumber Inc.
Atul Chopra of Coldwell Banker
Linda's Mobile Massage
Affinity Dance Inc.
FinancialCAD Corporation
Global Technology Solutions Institute
Voice for the Horse Consulting
Mohsen Bookkeeping Services
Osiris Health Survey
Aura Spa & Beauty Services

Congratulations to Pooja Bhagnari, Forever Young Skincare Spa & Forever Fit For the most successful new member referrals for March 2010

That's members helping members of the Surrey Board of Trade! Ask us how you can be a winner too! indra@businesssurrey.com

Ongoing Sponsors

Bryan Patil Huberman at the Globe 2010 Conference at the Teck Cominco booth, the producer of the Olympic medals.

Business to Business at Fraser Downs Racetrack and Casino

Joanne Curry (SFU), Susan Robinson (IRLY Distributors)

The Arts Council of Surrey will partner with the Cloverdale Rodes & Exhibition Association on May 21-24 to create a colourful and educational Arts Zone in the Alice McKay building. Local artists, crafters, writers and performers will demonstrate their skills, explain their creations, entertain the crowds and sell their arts and crafts. For more info, call K.C. Gilroy, 604.585.2877.

The BC HRMA Fraser Valley Advisory Board is holding two premier events designed to connect members of the business and human resources community and promote businesses providing human resources products, services and solutions. Meet local senior business and HR leaders at the 2010 “Wine and Big Cheese” event which is scheduled for Wednesday, May 26 at the Sheraton Guildford. (Register at http://www.hchrma.org/content/events/events/net/details.cfm?EventID=015-274). Promote your HR services, products and solutions to hundreds of potential clients at the 2010 HR Services Vendor Showcase on June 15, 2010 at the Cascades Convention Centre in Langley. Register at http://www.hchrma.org/content/events/events/net/details.cfm?EventID=015-279-90. More info: Debra Fulinayson 604.531.5655.

Burns Bog Conservation Society is holding Wetland Adventures Summer Camps for children from July 5 to August 27. More info and registration: Katie at 604.572.0373 to register.

Ray Zahab, ultramarathoner & motivational speaker is the Guest speaker at the Burns Bog Gala, Friday, September 24 at the Eaglequest Golf Course. More info, tickets or sponsorship: Eliza Olson 604.572.0373.


Virginia Richards was called to the British Columbia Bar on May 4, 2010 and has accepted a position as an associ- ate lawyer at Greig, Wilson & Rasmussen LLP. Richards’ prac- tice will focus primarily on personal injury, estate litigation, and family law. She looks forward to establishing herself professionally in Surrey and its neighbouring communities. More info: www.gwr-lawyers.com; 604.583.7917; vrichard@gwr-lawyers.com.

Clay Stenberg has joined IRLY Distributors as their newest account manager. Stenberg has extensive experience within the industry, including 13 years at the IRLY Building Centre in Coldstream. Michelle Chen has also joined IRLY as a rebate coordinator. Michelle has several years of accounting experience, and is working toward her CGA. More info: 604.596.1551; www.irlymbird.com.
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At Bernhausen Automotive, customers have been telling owner Satya Bernhausen that reasonable costs and specialized service are important to them right now. “Being innovative with our solution for our customers’ problems is key. We specialize in diesel truck repair and over the past year, we’ve noticed people are looking to make their money go further and fuel economy is a big concern. Being a small business allows us to adapt and change to meet our customers’ needs,” says Bernhausen.

Case in point - Bernhausen’s new SCT power programmers. This recent technology allows the technician to program the vehicle’s computer. This allows for overriding factory settings and truly customizing how the truck runs. Through SCT’s innovative custom tuning ability, Bernhausen Automotive can increase the fuel economy and horse power of diesel trucks.

“Although we specialize in the Ford powerstroke diesel, which is one of the most complex diesel engines on the road, we can custom tune any vehicle.” This specialized product allows Bernhausen to customize each vehicle differently from the next. The average diesel truck owner has specific needs and demands for their truck. Often, they turn to the many after-market modifications and SCT programmers give technicians the ability to make these modifications work in sync with the rest of the vehicle.

Bernhausen is also Langley’s authorized dealer of BD power performance products.

When customers started asking for these products by name, Bernhausen realized that no one in Langley was serving this demand. “People are holding on to their trucks longer due to the recession. With BD power, it gives us one more way to upgrade performance, so keeping their trucks becomes a better option than buying a new one,” says Bernhausen. “For all the diesels on the road that are just coming off of warranty, we have the diagnostic equipment to service them as well as the ability to overhaul and do rebuilds for all late model engines. We aim to improve the performance and durability of their engine, so they don’t need to keep coming back.”

Honest service and a personal touch is also what keeps customers loyal. Customers work directly with the mechanic to establish what needs to be done and if it can be kept within their budget.